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Solar Walker
Instructions for Use

Please read these instructions completely and carefully
before applying this product. Correct application is important
for proper function of this brace.
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Indications: Soft tissue injuries of the lower leg, acute ankle sprains, stress fractures of the lower leg,
stable fractures of the foot and ankle, stable delayed union or non-union fractures of distal tibia and
fibula, achilles tendon repairs.
Application Instructions:
1. For first time application - loosen straps and remove liner from the boot.
2. Place foot in the liner with the heel fitting snuggly in the posterior section and secure
the foot portion then the calf portion with the contact closure.
3. While spreading the metal uprights on the boot, position the foot with the liner affixed
into the base of the boot aligning the uprights to the midline of the ankle. Remove the
plastic sleeves covering the metal uprights to secure the liner to the walker struts.

1.

4. Secure the hook/loop straps on the front of the boot walker starting at the toes and
working up the brace towards the calf.

2.

Internal Air Pressure Control: To put air inside the boot, turn the valve clockwise until secure, then
squeeze the bulb until you feel adequate pressure.To remove air from the boot, simply turn the valve
counter clockwise.

3.

4.

Removal: To remove the walker boot open completely the front straps on the boot walker and open the
liner closure. Do not remove the liner from the struts.
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Re-Application: When re-applying the walker after the initial fitting it is not necessary to remove the liner
from the boot, simply re-secure the liner closure and lace the straps from the foot to the calf.

Use and Care:
Hand wash the liner with mild soap and water and lay out to dry. Do NOT machine dry.
Notes:
For single patient use only.
Warning:
This product is to be used under the supervision of a medical professional. If you experience any pain,
swelling, sensation changes, or any unusual reactions while using this product, consult your medical
professional immediately.
Warranty:
Top Shelf Orthopedics guarantees this product to be free of defects in material and construction for a
period of six months from the date of purchase.
Caution:
Federal Law (U.S.A.) restricts this device for sale by or on the order of a licensed healthcare professional.

